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We are going to present an executive summary of the positive answers recently found on 
the following questions on the Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs) of Vertical Total Electron 
Content (VTEC): UQRG rapid & UADG real-time (RT) GIMs generated by UPC-IonSAT for 
IGS with a time res. of 15 minutes:

Can the rapid GIMs: 

1) show realistic features of the polar ionosphere electron content distribution?

2) provide reliable estimation of the spatial and temporal components of the VTEC 
gradients with comparable results to the corresponding indices proposed and generated 
from raw GNSS data (Jakowski & Hoque 2019)?

3) provide a sensitive Ionospheric storm scale index, with comparable results to the I-
scale index proposed and generated by (Nishioka et al. 2017) from raw GNSS data?

4) provide a general reliable monitoring of the ionospheric VTEC?

5) Can the RT VTEC interpolation, one bottleneck in the accuracy of RT-GIMs, be 
significantly improved?

Summary
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UPC Quarter-of-an-hour time resolution Rapid GIM (UQRG)

TEC

Resolution: 15min 
x 5º x 2.5º in time 
x lon.xlat

Context: GNSS-based UQRG Global Ionospheric Map (GIM) 
Two-Layer voxel 
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Context: TOMION software
 TOMION is a data driven ionospheric model originally developed by MHP, in continuous 

development during the latest 25 years
 It allows a tomographic estimation of the density of free ionospheric electrons from 

GNSS carrier phase dual-frequency data only, without any background model.
 It incorporates a Kalman filter and a kriging-based interpolation for the vertically 

integrated electron density (the vertical total electron content, VTEC, see Hernández-
Pajares et al. 1997, 1999, Orús et al. 2005). 

 TOMION is the software used in the generation of UPC-IonSAT global ionospheric maps 
(GIMs) of VTEC for the International GNSS Service (IGS), such as the UQRG one, one 
of the outperforming GIMs, or even the best behaving GIM in IGS (Hernández-Pajares 
et al. 2009,2017, Roma-Dollase et al. 2018). 

 UQRG GIM produced by TOMION is, for instance, able to detect realistic features of the 
polar ionosphere as well (Hernández-Pajares et al. 2020a) and to provide a realistic and 
sensitive storm index (Qi et al. 2021). 

 The tomography performed by TOMION is able to ingest different geometries and types 
of input measurements (Hernández-Pajares et al. 2020b), in agreement with 
independent measurements and models (Kotov et al. 2018, 2019).



51) Can the rapid GIMs show realistic features of the polar 
ionosphere electron content distribution?

•The electron content distribution of the north and 
south polar ionosphere from 2001 to the beginning of 
2019 was analyzed by using the UQRG global 
ionospheric map (GIM) of vertical total electron content 
(VTEC), computed every 15 min by UPC-IonSAT with a 
tomographic-kriging combined technique. We first 
showed that the accuracy of UQRG GIM is slightly 
better than that of the GIMs of other analysis centers 
on the whole and also over both poles. 

•Second, we showed examples of polar VTEC 
features in UQRG GIM, previously reported by different 
authors and with higher-resolution techniques. 

•Third, by means of an unsupervised clustering 
algorithm, learning vector quantization, we 
characterized the main features of the ionospheric 
electron content climatology, separately for the north 
and south polar regions. 

Figure: VTEC in South Pole region during 15 September, Day 
258, of year 2005 at 1915 UT (extracted from UQRG GIM; the 
red star represents the corresponding magnetic pole).
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The summary of the research associated to point 1 can be found in:



72) Can the rapid GIMs provide reliable estimation of the 
spatial and temporal components of the VTEC gradients?

The spatial and temporal components of VTEC gradient at grid 
points of UQRG GIM on a global scale are introduced.

The VTEC gradient derived from UQRG GIMs (VgUG, Liu et al. 
2022), allows to obtain full (non-relative) values of TEC spatial 
gradients and temporal variations separately at any worldwide grid 
point, considering the distances on the corresponding parallels and 
meridians at the ionospheric efective height, ΔDLON & ΔDLAT, 
separated 5º & 2.5º respectively, and the time difference between 
GIMs Δt (30 minutes, centered, 15 minutes, uncentered).
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Example of global distribution of VTEC spatial gradient  

St. Patrick's Day 2015 
Geomagnetic Storm

Compared with the quiet 
ionospheric state, the 
VTEC spatial and 
temporal gradient directly 
derived from the GIM are 
able to capture the 
extraordinary VTEC 
variations during the 
disturbed ionospheric 
state, spltted in north, 
east and time 
components. 

Quiet St. Patrick’s day  storm
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From raw GNSS data 
(Jakowski & Hoque (2017)

From UQRG GIM (VgUG) 
(Liu et al. 2022)

Spatial 
gradient 
norm

Latitudinal 
gradient 
component

Example of comparison of GIM- vs raw-GNSS data- based 
regional spatial indices over Europe: Halloween storm (28 Oct -1 Nov 2003)
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The summary of the research associated to point 2 can be found in:



113) Can the rapid GIMs provide a sensitive Ionospheric storm 
scale index?

We propose the Ionospheric Storm Scale Index Based on 
UQRG (IsUG) as a direct extension of the I-scale index 
proposed at regional level (Japan) and from raw GNSS data 
by Nishioka et al. (2017):

It is defined as the standardized Ptec,              , where Ptec is the 
percentage deviation of VTEC, Otec is the hourly median VTEC 
derived at grid points of GIM. The hourly median VTEC is the 
median of the five VTEC values during 1-h interval, under the GIM 
VTEC temporal resolution of 15 min. The hourly median VTEC is 
calculated every hour (for example, 0, 1, 2 UT). Rtec is the 
reference median value at the same local time and geographic 
location in the past 27 days.



12Comparing             from GIM            from raw GNSS data over Japan since 1997 
to 2014 (3 months of seasonal data per year)

From raw GNSS data 
(Nishioka et al., 2017))

From UQRG GIM (VgUG) 
(Liu et al. 2021)



13Animation of IsUG maps during a ionospheric storm period
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The summary of the research associated to point 3 can be found in:



154) Can the rapid GIMs provide a general reliable monitoring 
of the ionospheric VTEC?
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The summary of the research associated to point 4 can be found in:



185) Can the RT VTEC interpolation, one bottleneck in the 
accuracy of RT-GIMs, be significantly improved?

•We proposed a method for the generation of real-time global ionospheric 
map (RT-GIM) of vertical total electron content (VTEC) from GNSS 
measurements.

•The need for interpolation arises from the fact that the ionospheric pierce 
point (IPP) measurements from satellites to stations are not distributed 
uniformly over the ionosphere, leaving unfilled gaps at oceans or poles. 

•The method we propose is based on using a high-quality historical 
database of post-processed GIMs that comprises more than two solar 
cycles, calculates the GIM by weighted superposition on a subset of the 
database with the compatible solar condition. 

•The linear combination of GIMs in the database was obtained by 
minimizing a _x0002_ L2 distance between VTEC measurements at the 
IPPs and the VTECs from the database, adding a L1 penalization on the 
weights to assure a sparse solution. The process uses a Sun-fixed 
geomagnetic reference frame. 

•This method uses the atomic decomposition/least absolute shrinkage and 
selection operator (LASSO), which will be denoted as atomic 
decomposition interpolator of GIMs (ADIGIM). As the computation is done 
in milliseconds, the interpolation is performed in real time.
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The summary of the research associated to point 5 can be found in:

The impact of the improvement of UPC-IonSAT RT GIM on the RT IGS combination will be shown tomorrow, 
Tuesday 28-J, in the first talk of RT IGS session.
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We have presented an executive summary of the positive answers recently found on the 
following questions on the Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs) of Vertical Total Electron 
Content (VTEC): UQRG rapid & UADG real-time (RT) GIMs generated by UPC-IonSAT for 
IGS with a time res. of 15 minutes:

Can the rapid GIMs: 

1) show realistic features of the polar ionosphere electron content distribution?

2) provide reliable estimation of the spatial and temporal components of the VTEC 
gradients with comparable results to the corresponding indices proposed and generated 
from raw GNSS data (Jakowski & Hoque 2019)?

3) provide a sensitive Ionospheric storm scale index, with comparable results to the I-
scale index proposed and generated by (Nishioka et al. 2017) from raw GNSS data?

4) provide a general reliable monitoring of the ionospheric VTEC?

5) Can the RT VTEC interpolation, one bottleneck in the accuracy of RT-GIMs, be 
significantly improved?

Summary

Thanks for your attention!
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